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Abstract 
Bandelt, H.-J., Graphs with edge-preserving majority functions, Discrete Mathematics 103 
(1992) l-5. 
A majority function m is a ternary operation satisfying the identity m(u, U, u) = m(u, u, u) = 
m(u, u, u) = u. It is shown that a finite graph G admits an edge-preserving majority function on 
its vertex set if and only if G is an absolute retract of bipartite graphs. This parallels previous 
results on absolute retracts of topological spaces, ordered sets, and reflexive graphs, 
respectively. 
The notion of an absolute retract originated in topology. Later, analogous 
concepts were investigated for discrete objects such as ordered sets and graphs. 
The link between absolute retracts and majority morphisms was first found in 
topology: a finite dimensional continuum X is an absolute retract if and only if it 
admits a continuous majority function m :X3+- X; see van Mill and van de Vel 
[8]. By definition, a ternary operation m on X is a majority function if 
m(x, x, y) = m(x, y, x) = m(y, x, x) =x for all x, y E X. 
In full analogy to the topological situation, one finds that a finite ordered set P is 
an absolute retract (i.e., a retract of a product of fences) if and only if P admits 
an order-preserving majority function; see Rival [7] (cf. [6]). Jawhari, Misane 
and Pouzet [3] present this result in a more general framework, thereby covering 
the case of absolute retracts of reflexive graphs as well. A reflexive graph is a 
graph with a loop at each vertex (so that an edge-preserving mapping may 
identify two distinct adjacent vertices). Then, by [3, Theorem V-2.41, a finite 
reflexive graph is an absolute retract if and only if it admits an edge-preserving 
majority function. In view of the preceding results one would expect that the 
same kind of characterization is valid for absolute retracts of irreflexive (i.e., 
loopless) graphs. This is, however, only true for bipartite graphs, as we shall see 
below. 
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In the sequel, by a graph G = (V, E) one always means an irreflexive graph. If 
G is bipartite, then V =X W Y indicates a bipartition of its vertex set. A 
retraction f of G is an idempotent edge-preserving mapping on the vertex set V; 
the image of G under f is a retracf of G. Note that, if f is a retraction and m is a 
majority function on G, then f . m is a majority function on the retract. G is an 
isometric subgraph of another graph H if G is both a subgraph and metric 
subspace of H (endowed with the canonical metric d). Then a bipartite graph G is 
an absolute retract if G is a retract of any bipartite graph H in which G 
isometrically embeds; see Hell [2]. The relational product G, x G2 of two graphs 
G1 = (VI, El) and G2 = (V,, E2) has VI x V, as its vertex set and all pairs 
(u,, u2)(u1, u2) with u12r1 E El and u2u2 E E2 in its edge set E. If G, and G2 are 
connected bipartite graphs, then Gi x G2 consists of two components. Every 
absolute retract of bipartite graphs is a retract of a component of the relational 
product of paths, and vice versa (see [2]). Further characterizations of (finite) 
bipartite absolute retracts involve recursive procedures (see [2,5]) or Helly type 
conditions (see [2]). 
Theorem 1. A finite bipartite graph G = (X W Y, E) is an absolute retract if and 
only if there exist majority functions m, and my on X and Y, respectively, which 
are compatible in the following sense: m,(x,, ~2, x4 and my(yI, YZ, ~3) are 
adjacent for all xi E X and yi E Y with xiyi E E (i = 1, 2, 3). 
Proof. The class of bipartite graphs for which the required majority functions 
exist is certainly closed under taking retracts and connected components of 
relational products. Every path P belongs to this class: consider the median 
operation m on P, where m(u, v, w) is the ‘middle’ vertex of the triple U, v, w; 
then restricting m to either colour class gives the required pair of majority 
functions. One concludes that every (finite) bipartite absolute retract admits a 
pair of compatible majority functions. 
To prove the converse, one uses the following structural characterization of 
finite bipartite absolute retracts. First a definition: the bipartite graph B, (n 3 3) 
consists of 2n vertices xi, . . . , x, and y,, . . . , y,, such that xiyi is an edge if and 
only if i # j. Then, by [l, Theorem 4.21, G is an absolute retract if and only if the 
following conditions hold: 
(1) for each induced subgraph B, (n 2 3) there exists an edge xy in G such that 
x is adjacent to all vertices in Y ll B, and y is adjacent to all vertices in X fl B,, 
(2) for any three vertices U, v, w with d(u, v) = 2 and d(u, w) = d(v, w) = k 2 
2, there exists a vertex t adjacent to u and v such that d(t, w) = k - 1. 
In order to verify (l), one may assume that the subgraph B, (n 3 3) induced by 
the vertices Xi, yi (i = 1, . . . , n) is maximal with respect to inclusion. Henceforth, 
both m, and my are written as m for short. Then m(x,, x2, x3) is adjacent to 
m(y2, ~1, YI) =YI, m(y2, YI, YJ =~a m(y3, ~3, YI) =~3, and m(yi, yj, yj) =yj for 
ja4. Hence x =m(x,,x,, x3) is adjacent to all yi. Similarly, y = m(y,, y2, y3) is 
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adjacent to all xi. Then, by maximality of B,, xy must be an edge of G, as 
required in (1). 
As to (2), let u, u, w be given as in (2), and let t be a common neighbour of u 
and v. Suppose by way of contradiction that every common neighbour of u and u 
is at distance k + 1 to W, where u, v, w are chosen so that k is as small as 
possible. Let u = ug, u1, . . . ) M&l, uk = w and u = V”, VI, . . . ) Vk-1, vk = w be 
shortest paths. Then tl =m(t, ul, ul) is adjacent to m(u, u, v) = u and 
m(v, u, v) = v, and thus tl is at distance k + 1 to w by assumption. For each 
2 <i 6 k - 1, the vertex ti = m(Ui_2, ui, vi) is adjacent to ti_l, whence d(t,, w) 2 
k +2-i. On the other hand, tk__l is adjacent to m(uk_2, w, w) = w, which, 
however, is in conflict with the preceding inequality. This settles (2), completing 
the proof of the theorem. 0 
For a bipartite absolute retract one can extend the majority functions m, and 
my on the colour classes to an edge-preserving majority function m on the whole 
vertex set X W Y, that is, an edge-preserving majority mapping from the 
relational product G X G X G to G. This extension is not unique even in the case 
of a path. For instance, on the path with three vertices u, u, w one may define 
m(u, v, w) as either end vertex. More generally, for any three vertices u, v, w of 
a path P, let m(u, v, w) be the median x of u, v, w whenever x has the same 
colour as the majority of u, v, w, and otherwise, let m(u, u, w) be that neighbour 
of x which is closer to t where t is an end vertex of P chosen in advance. This way 
of defining the global majority function m is covered by the following approach, 
based on a result of Pesch [4]: A finite graph G is a bipartite absolute retract if 
and only if it is a retract of the relational product of the trivial bipartite graph K, 
and finitely many finite reflexive paths (i.e., paths with a loop at each vertex). 
The majority function on each factor is defined as the ternary median operation. 
These factor functions then give. rise to a majority function on any retract of the 
product of the given paths. Observe that the median function on the (irreflexive) 
factor K2 accounts for the majority rule of colours in the definition of the 
resulting function m on the bipartite absolute retract. 
In order to verify that a nonbipartite graph does not admit an edge-preserving 
majority function, the following easy lemma is needed. The j-iterated neighbour- 
hood Nj(u) of a vertex u consists of all vertices u for which there are sequences 
of edges UiUi+l (i = 0, . . . , j - 1) such that u = u0 and u = ui. 
Lemma. Let G be a finite nonbipartite graph, and let C be an odd cycle of smallest 
length 2k + 1 (k 3 1) in G. Then the system of all (2k - 1)-iterated neighbourhoods 
N,,_,(u) violates the Helly property. 
Proof. Let W be the set consisting of the vertices v on C and the vertices w in the 
intersection of all Nzk_I(u) with v on C. For each vertex v on the cycle C the set 
N2k_-1(v) contains all vertices of the cycle except v. So, the sets N2k_-1(~) with 
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w E W intersect in pairs. If there were a vertex u belonging to all these sets, then 
u would lie in W, and hence u E N,,_,(u), thus conflicting with the minimality of 
C. Therefore the (2k - 1)-iterated neighbourhoods violate the Helly property. 
0 
Theorem 2. A finite graph G = (V, E) is an absolute retract of bipartite graphs if 
and only if there exists an edge-preserving majority function on V. 
Proof. We have already seen that a bipartite absolute retract admits an 
edge-preserving majority function. To prove the converse we use Theorem 1 and 
the preceding lemma. Then it remains to show that for a graph G with 
edge-preserving majority function m each system of (2k - l)-iterated neighbour- 
hoods (where k 2 1) enjoys the Helly property. Suppose the contrary. Then one 
can find n 23 vertices xi, . . . , x, such that the intersection of all N,,_,(xJ is 
empty for some k 2 1, but for each i there is a vertex Yi in the intersection of the 
sets N,,_,(xj) with j#i. Let us assume that the vertices xi and yi have been 
chosen so that n is as large as possible. Then these vertices induce a maximal B, 
in the (2k - 1)-power of G (where two vertices u and TV are joined by an edge if 
and only if u E N,,_,(V)). Evidently, the function m is also edge-preserving in 
this power, whence one arrives at a contradiction just as in the proof of Theorem 
1. 0 
Theorems 1 and 2 immediately generalize to majority functions of higher arity. 
A (2k + 1)-ary function f (where k 2 1) is a majority function if the outcome 
equals u whenever more than k entries equal U. Obviously, from every 
(2k + 1)-ary majority function f one can derive a ternary majority function m by 
letting m(u, 21, w) = f(u, . . . , u, u, . . . , 21, w) with u and v occurring k times 
each. The (2k + 1)-ary median operation f on a path P restricts to two compatible 
majority functions fx and fY defined on the colour classes X and Y, respectively. 
As in the ternary case, such majority functions extend to retracts of products of 
paths. Then, by Theorem 1, a finite bipartite graph G = (X W Y, E) is an absolute 
retract if and only if, for some k 2 1, there exist compatible (2k + 1)-ary majority 
functions fx and fY. Similarly, a finite graph is a bipartite absolute retract if and 
only if it admits an edge-preserving (2k + 1)-ary majority function. 
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